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Across the globe, the
COVID-19 pandemic
pushed us to support
communities
and businesses
in new ways. The
Commonwealth
of Massachusetts,
local municipalities,
and nonprofit
organizations met
this moment by using
one of our largest
public assets:
the streets.

Using creative materials and
methods, projects that often take
years of study and construction
were reimagined to deliver impacts
overnight. While these projects may
look simple – setting up a few chairs
for strangers to talk, slowing down
traffic so kids can play, and painting
lanes to help buses move quicker
– they strengthened community
bonds, made our daily trips safer,
and helped keep businesses afloat.
Many funding resources – including
MassDOT grants, nonprofit support,
and municipal initiatives – made
many of these projects possible.
This report explores rapid response
projects across the state, measuring
how they supported people during
the pandemic. Ultimately, these
projects show us something bigger:
quick and creative tools can also
deliver long-term quality of life
improvements that address ongoing
issues like traffic safety, economic
prosperity, and the climate crisis.
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This report explores projects that...
Supported people who walk		

with better crosswalks and new pedestrian spaces
page 5

Throughout 2020 and 2021, hundreds of
public space projects were installed across
Massachusetts. From the Cape to western
Massachusetts, this report showcases the impact
of a small handful of those projects.
This report includes project metrics ranging from
reduction in vehicle speeds to public approval
of projects. In addition, relevant regional and
national indicators provide more context for these
changes on our streets.

Made biking possible for more daily trips
with new bike lanes and traffic calming
page 7

Made the bus a better option

with new bus lanes and stop amenities
page 9

Kept the streets alive

with outdoor spaces for people and businesses
page 11

Tried something new

with innovative methods and materials
page 14
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Cities and
towns quickly
created new and
safer walking
connections.

MONTAGUE, MA
100% of people surveyed felt safer crossing
Paint playfully delineates walking space across a
wide driveway
Planters beautify the street and provide a physical
barrier between moving traffic and people walking
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Painted areas make crossing time 50% shorter and
improve visibility between walkers and drivers
Heavy barriers with planters beautify the street and
protect people walking as they enter the crosswalk
re
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support wider sidewalks even if
it means less space for driving &
parking cars

70% say the crossing is better than before
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71% of greater Boston voters
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These small but important
changes made crosswalks shorter
and safer, filled missing sidewalk
gaps, and helped make it easier
for people to get outdoors.
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Using a range of materials —
from pumpkins to planters to
paint — people across the state
benefited from crosswalk safety
interventions and new spaces
that make it easier to reach dayto-day destinations.
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TOPSFIELD, MA
30% less time to cross the street
Inexpensive and festive materials create
shorter and more visible crossings
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BURLINGTON, MA
The Town of Burlington built a quarter-mile
long sidewalk connecting a residential
neighborhood and a nearby shopping area.

I’ve been out using it every day. I feel so European
walking to the shops! I’ve seen nothing but smiles
from people on the new stretch, one person even
commented that it should have been done ten
years ago.
Ann, Burlington Resident

BARNSTABLE, MA
90% of people surveyed like the project
75% want more projects like this
Expanded space for people walking and
outdoor dining replaces a vehicle lane
Over half of nearby businesses reported
that sales have remained steady or
increased compared to 2019
Temporary ramp makes it easier
for all people to access the new
walkway, especially those with
mobility challenges or pushing
strollers
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New bike lanes
made it possible
for more people to
bike more places.

Pittsfield
Station

eet
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North S

PITTSFIELD, MA

Most people are not comfortable
biking on busy streets without
bike lanes. By filling gaps between
neighborhoods, trails, and main
streets, new bike lanes expanded
the places people can go by bike.
These investments came at a
time when more people made
biking part of their lives.
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Compared to
Compared to
2019 bike sales
2019, e-bike sales
in the U.S. are up in the U.S. are up

65%

240%

75% of greater Boston

voters support separated bike
lanes even if it means less space
for driving & parking cars

Berkshire
Medical Center

5,500 people can comfortably bike to
Pittsfield businesses within 15 minutes
Buffers on each side of the bike lane create
separation from both moving traffic & parked cars
Dedicated space for bikes creates a new connection
between the train station and hospital

STERLING, MA
6.5x more people can get to Main St by bike
Eliminates ¼ mile detour to reach rail trail
Directional sign communicates travel options
Contraflow bike lane creates two-way connectivity
on a one-way street
Wide buffer increases comfort and visibility while
slowing cars down

Waushacum Ave
Main St
Memorial
Park

Mass Central
Rail Trail
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SALEM, MA

SALEM, MA

8% drop in average vehicle speeds
61% drop in people driving over 40 mph
Separated bike lanes make space for people biking
while keeping the same number of vehicle lanes
Narrower (11 foot) lanes slow cars down
Green markings raise awareness at driveways and
intersections
Flexible posts keep drivers out of the bike lane
Before-After Speed Study of Salem Separated Bike Lanes
80%
Before
After
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% of vehicle traffic

60%

40%
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Projects that added new bike lanes also
helped make streets safer for all. In Salem,
MA, a comparison of vehicle speeds before
and after the project was installed showed a
dramatic reduction in the number of people
driving at unsafe speeds along the street,
which passes through a school zone.
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Even as car
traffic returned,
bus lanes saved
thousands of
passengers time
on their daily trips.
Most streets give a bus carrying
50 people the same priority as
a car carrying one person. This
results in buses that are slow,
overcrowded, and unreliable.
With new painted bus lanes and
bus shelters at stops, cities and
towns gave people a quicker,
more reliable, and more dignified
transit experience.

EVERETT, MA
35% drop in bus travel time
Serves over 1,200 bus riders from 4-7 PM daily
One vehicle travel lane painted red and repurposed
for exclusive use by buses during rush hours
Before-After Bus Travel Time Comparison in Everett
October 2020:
Bus Lane Installed

Jan ‘20

Jul ‘20

Traffic:
continued to
rebound (31%) after
project installation

Jan ‘21

Jul ‘21

BOSTON, MA
As car traffic rose 30%, buses got 7% faster
Serves 3,700 bus riders from 2-7 PM daily
Bus lane doubles as a wider space for people biking
Bus lane operates during rush hours only with onstreet parking in its place at all other times
Before-After Bus Travel Time Comparison in Roslindale
Traffic:
continued to
rebound (30%) after
project installation

April 2021:
Bus Lane Installed

REGIONAL
POLL

67% of greater Boston

voters support dedicated bus
lanes even if it means less space
for driving & parking cars

Bus Travel Time:
35% drop in median
bus travel time after
bus lane installed

Bus Travel Time:
7% drop in median
bus travel time after
bus lane installed
Jan ‘20

Jul ‘20

Jan ‘21

Jul ‘21
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AMHERST, MA

80% of survey

respondents say the
new shelter makes the
bus stop feel safer and
more comfortable

MALDEN, MA
Reallocated 44% of street space to people riding the bus and biking
Serves over 1,000 bus riders every day
Before-After Comparison of Street Space for Malden’s Bus Lane Project
Before

After
Vehicles
41%

Vehicles
85%

Buffer
24%
Buses
22%

Buffer
15%
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New bench gives people
a more comfortable
place to wait
New bus shelter protects
people from wind, rain,
and snow
New shelter pad
maintains an accessible
path on the sidewalk
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Reimagined
public spaces
kept local
businesses going.
Driving and parking lanes
became seats for people, turning
asphalt into an economic lifeline
for local restaurant and retail
businesses. On average, one
parallel parking space was
transformed into seven seats.

57% of businesses

interviewed across the
state reported an
increase in revenue
because of their new
outdoor spaces.

... many businesses expressed that they
wouldn’t be here anymore without the
support of the grant [for outdoor dining]
Gabrielle Gould, Amherst Business Improvement District
AMHERST, MA
11 parking spots became seats for 80 people
Painted barriers showcase local artists, beautify the
street, and separate traffic from people dining
Bike lane preserved outside of the dining area
Travel lanes narrowed to create space for tents,
tables, heat lamps, and chairs outside

GREAT BARRINGTON, MA
1 street block became seats for 125 people
A one-way street is closed to cars to make space for
outdoor dining on Friday and Saturday nights

75% of residents

and visitors surveyed
across the state said
that outdoor seating
areas made them more
likely to walk, dine, and
shop in an area
11
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We were able to increase
our revenue by 15%
and we are paying our
workers a higher wage.
People still tend to be
more comfortable sitting
outside and we love
having more pedestrian
traffic.”
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Business owner
Hyannis

61% of business

AMHERST, MA
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owners interviewed across the
state reported that space for
outdoor commerce allowed
them to keep themselves and
their employees working.

LAWRENCE, MA
12

BROCKTON, MA

BROCKTON, MA

Hosted 40 musical performances in 2021
Nearby businesses report more customers
Pop-up space for art, music, and games replace an
unused bus terminal
Local artists hired to create the feel of the space
Creates a lower-cost space for new businesses to
incubate and grow a customer base

NEW BEDFORD, MA
A vehicle travel lane is closed to create space for an
open-air performance venue in front of a local art
shop

1 in 5 businesses

surveyed across the state
created jobs for hard-hit
industries by hiring an
artist, contractor, designer,
or musician for their space
13
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From piloting traffic calming
projects to launching bikeshare
systems, cities and towns
across the state took a chance
on materials, methods, and
programs that were new in their
communities.
Through the process, innovative
and often low-cost tools became
agents for long-term change.
Many projects that began
as experiments will become
permanent. New methods used
during the pandemic gave people
tools to tackle public space
problems more quickly and
efficiently.

Salem
Commuter
Rail
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Pandemic
projects pushed
people to try
something new.

Contiguous
Bluebikes
Service Area

SALEM, MA
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Over 1,200 bikeshare trips taken in October
Visitors make up over 75% of Salem’s rides
Salem became the first city outside of the Boston
inner core to install Bluebikes, a publicly-owned
bikeshare system. In doing so, the City tapped
into an established system with 23,000+ existing
members to expand sustainable tourism and
commuter options

ARLINGTON, MA
25% drop in average vehicle speeds
Driving over the speed limit dropped by 65%
Cones with weighted base create a traffic circle to
slow people driving through a four-way intersection
Signs clarify a new traffic pattern
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AMESBURY, MA
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Muraled crosswalks make pedestrian
right-of-ways more visible to drivers,
and paired with the upcoming 25
MPH speed limit decrease, will make
this heavily trafficked part of town
safer for everyone.
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Colorful crosswalks draw driver attention at crossings
Local artists demonstrate civic pride and identity

Kassandra Gove, Mayor of Amesbury
photo credit: Wendy Bush
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White edges preserve crosswalk contrast and visibility
photo credit: Wendy Bush
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FOXBOROUGH, MA

This was a great exercise, different
departments working together,
different boards working together,
subcommittees, community input,
the surveys that were done... I
think that we have come to a plan
that the community will like and
that works...”
Leah Gibson, Town Selectperson

FOXBOROUGH, MA
A permanent project will replace the pilot
Traffic cones and paint narrow lane widths to slow
vehicle speeds and shorten crosswalk widths
Temporary rubber curb and barrels help drivers
avoid conflicting movements through the rotary
Pavement markings clarify lanes and encourage
drivers to pull up to where they have better
visibility
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To address a high-speed rotary with
complicated and dangerous turning
patterns for drivers, Foxborough used a
range of temporary, low-cost materials
to pilot a new intersection design.
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STERLING, MA

We’ve seen what’s
possible.
These projects showed what a
collective sense of urgency —
including state and local resources
—can create. They demonstrated
flexibility and creativity to deliver
immediate impacts, often times
responding to long-standing needs
made more critical by a public
health crisis.
This work sets the stage for longerterm investments. This pandemic
will end, but these rapid changes to
our streets have shown their value
as tools to address other longstanding challenges, like climate
change, traffic safety, and transit
equity.
Using quick and creative
approaches, solutions are within
reach.
17
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Sources
Page 5
• 71% of people support wider sidewalks even if
it means less space for driving & parking cars
(MassINC Polling Group. Survey of 670 Registered
Voters in the Boston Area conducted May 21-28,
2021)
• Montague: 100% of people surveyed felt safer
crossing (Pedestrian intercept survey conducted
August 7, 2021, n=5)
• Harwich: 70% say the crossing is better than
before (Pedestrian intercept survey conducted
August 11, 2021, n=10. Result only includes
respondents who had experienced both before
and after conditions.)
• Topsfield: 30% reduction in crossing time (Project
team analysis based on before/after crossing
distances)
Page 6
• Barnstable: 90% of people surveyed like the
project; 75% want more projects like this
(Pedestrian intercept survey conducted August 11,
2021, n=30)

ARLINGTON, MA
18

Page 7
• 75% of people support separated bike lanes, even
if it means less space for driving and parking cars
(MassINC Polling Group. Survey of 670 Registered
Voters in the Boston Area conducted May 21-28,
2021)
• Compared to 2019, overall bike sales are up 65%
with e-bike sales up 240%. (NPD Group, “The
Cycling Market Pedals Ahead in 2021,” published
September 21, 2021.)
• Pittsfield: Gives 5,500 people a bikeable route to
the area (Project team analysis adapted from
PeopleForBikes Bike Network Analysis (BNA)
method. Data sources: OpenStreetMap, U.S.

Census Bureau’s 2010 Decennial Census)
• Sterling: 6.5x more people can get to Main St
by bike (Project team analysis adapted from
PeopleForBikes Bike Network Analysis (BNA)
method. Data sources: OpenStreetMap, U.S.
Census Bureau’s 2010 Decennial Census)
Page 8
• Salem: 8% drop in average speeds; 61% drop in
people driving over 40 mph; Before-After Speed
Study chart (Speed and volume data for Willson
Street between Highland Ave and Story Rd
collected on September 25, 2020 and November
13, 2020.)
Page 9
• 67% of people support dedicated bus lanes even
if it means less space for driving and parking cars
(MassINC Polling Group. Survey of 670 Registered
Voters in the Boston Area conducted May 21-28,
2021)
• Everett: 35% drop in bus travel time (MBTA analysis
of bus travel times for weekdays 4-7 pm)
• Everett: Serves over 1,100 bus riders from 4-7 PM
(MBTA Bus Ridership, Fall 2019 weekday passenger
load at bus stop IDs 5565 and 5695 for buses
leaving between 4pm and 6:59pm)
• Everett: Traffic continued to rebound (31%) after
project installation; before-after chart (StreetLight
VMT Monitor Middlesex County Vehicle Miles
Traveled (VMT) change from pre-pandemic
baseline)
• Boston: As car traffic rose 30%, buses got 7%
faster; before-after chart (StreetLight VMT Monitor
Suffolk County Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT)
change from pre-pandemic baseline; MBTA
analysis of bus travel times for weekdays 2:007:00 pm)
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Sources
Page 9 continued
• Boston: Serves over 3,500 bus riders from 2-7 PM
(MBTA Bus Ridership, Fall 2019 weekday passenger
load at bus stop IDs 596, 597, 599, 600, and 601 for
buses leaving between 2:00pm and 6:59pm)
Page 10
• Amherst: 80% of survey respondents say the
new shelter makes the bus stop feel safer and
more comfortable (Bus shelter intercept survey
conducted August 7, 2021). (n=10)
• Malden: Reallocated 44% of street space to people
riding the bus and biking (Project team analysis)
• Malden: Serves over 1,000 bus riders every day
(MBTA Bus Ridership, Fall 2019 all-day weekday
passenger load at bus stop ID 19215 “Florence St at
Ramsdell Rd”)
Page 11
• Fifty-seven percent of businesses interviewed
reported an increase in revenue because of their
new outdoor spaces. Sixty-one percent said that
the spaces allowed them to keep themselves
and/or their employees working. (Thriving Places
Collaborative. Survey of business owners in 19
municipalities conducted July 15-August 9, 2021,
n=42)
• 79% of people support more outdoor dining even
if it means less space for driving and parking cars.
(MassINC Polling Group. Survey of 670 Registered
Voters in the Boston Area conducted May 21-28,
2021)
• Amherst: 11 parking spots became seats for 80
people (Thriving Places Collaborative, field visit
and interviews with business owners)
• Great Barrington: 1 street block becomes seats for

19

IPSWICH, MA
125 people (Thriving Places Collaborative, field visit
and interviews with business owners)
Page 12
• 75% of residents and visitors surveyed said that
outdoor seating areas made them more likely to
walk, dine, and shop in an area (Thriving Places
Collaborative. Online survey distributed in 9
municipalities from July 15-August 9, 2021, n=126)
Page 13
• Brockton: Hosted 40 musical performances in
2021; Nearby businesses report more customers
(Thriving Places Collaborative. Interview with
PROVA!)
• 1 in 5 businesses surveyed across the state
created jobs for hard-hit industries by hiring an
artist, contractor, designer, or musician for their
space (Thriving Places Collaborative. Survey of
business owners in 19 municipalities conducted
July 15-August 9, 2021, n=42)
Page 14
• Salem: Over 1,200 bikeshare trips taken in October;
visitors make up over 75% of Salem’s rides
(Analysis based on Bluebikes ride history data,
June 1, 2021 through October 31, 2021)
• Arlington: 25% drop in average speeds; driving
over the speed limit dropped by 65% (Analysis
based on data collected 10/19/2020-10/26/2020)
Page 15
• Amesbury: Quote from Mayor Kassandra Grove
excerpted from Wicked Local News, “‘Walk
This Way’ adds art, amusement to Downtown
Amesbury.”
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